
Slap “N” Track Mini Instructions 

1. Charging: make sure to charge your battery for at least 12 hours prior to its first use. 

Charging normally takes between 6-8 hours. The red LED on the power supply will turn  

dim green once your battery is fully charged. 

 

2. Plug the enclosed charger into the charging port of the Slap “N” Track. DO NOT USE 

ANY OTHER CHARGER AS IT WILL DAMAGE THE UNIT. 

 

 
 

3. Once the Slap “N” Track Mini is fully charged (red LED on charger turns dim green) 

push the rubber weatherproof cap all the way into the charging port. This will ensure 

that moisture and dirt will not get into the charging port. 

 

4. The Slap “N” Track Mini has no on or off buttons. It automatically turns on when it 

detects the slightest vibration. It automatically turns off when it is completely still. For 

storing when not in use it is recommended to place it on a surface that does not get 

moved nor has any kind of vibration. A desk drawer or any surface that gets bumped  

would cause it to turn on and off periodically which would eventually drain the 

battery. Prior to use make sure that the battery level is sufficient for your application.     

 



Placement of Slap “N” Track Mini  

 

 
 

The Slap “N” Track Mini is designed as a weatherproof unit for placement in outdoor 

conditions. Its optimum performance is achieved when the magnet side is down and 

the topside has an un-obstructed view of the sky. It will however work upside down 

and underneath vehicles or other assets with less accuracy. This will require some trial 

an error when positioning the unit.  

 
Bottom side of Slap “N” Track Mini. (magnets can be removed) 

Please note the serial number located in right side underneath one of the magnets this 

will identify your Slap “N” Track Mini in the platform. 

 

 



Theory of operation 
 

The Slap “N” Track Mini is designed to provide long operating duration based on 

battery size and reporting algorithm. 

When the unit initially senses vibration it wakes up from deep sleep and turns on its 

3G modem and GPS receiver. It waits for 10 seconds to see if the motion is continuous 

or if it was a momentary event (someone bumping in to a car or opening the door but 

not driving). If there is no movement after the 10 seconds it will time out and send a 

“Stopped Moving” event within 1 minute.

 
 

If motion continues after the initial movement it will go into its tracking sequence and 

send its location called “Scheduled Report” every 15 seconds when turning more than 

45 degrees left or right and every 30 seconds when travelling in a straight line. 

 
 

If motion stops the unit will continue to send its location for an additional 2 minutes 

to ensure that its last position is reported. Once the 2 minutes has elapsed and no 

motion is detected the unit will send a “Stopped Moving” event to indicate that the 

unit has stopped. The unit will now hibernate to preserve battery life.  Should there 

be any motion during this time the unit will resume tracking and send its “Scheduled 

Reports”. 

 
 

When the unit detects continuous movement it will wake up and send a “Started 

Moving” event. There are occasions that the unit will not initially acquire a GPS fix and 

will not send this event however it will send the “Scheduled Reports” immediately 

afterwards. This is normal. 



Once the unit has stopped moving and is hibernating it will wake up automatically 

every 24 hours at 11:00 PM est and will send a “Heartbeat”. 

 
 

When viewing the unit on the platform the information can be seen in the bottom left 

hand side in the “Information Box”. 

 
 

BATTERY LEVEL 

The Slap”N”Track uses a high capacity Li-Poly 6 Amp rechargeable 3.7V battery. 

When fully charged the battery will display  100%, when the battery is at 5%-10% 

there is about 1-2  days left and should be charged right away. 

***The battery level displayed on the platform only updates when the Slap “N” Track 

Mini is on. It is important to know that when charging the Slap “N” Track Mini the 

battery level on the platform will not change till the Slap “N” Track Mini is moved and 

starts reporting it updated position.  

 

Approximate battery life: 

Sleep 3 months or Continuous Tracking 60 hours 

 

e.g If your Slap”N”Track travels 4 hours per day you should expect approximately 1-2 

weeks of life. 

If your Slap”N”Track travels 1 hours per day you should expect approximately 2 

months of life. 


